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Parvans Identity 
In the book the Breadwinner Parvana struggles living in a new world with the 
Taliban she cant go to school, show her face (they wear Burqa), she cant even go 
into stores because of her gender. When her dad got taken because of the Taliban 
it completely changed her identity she became the father figure for her family while 
he was gone. She completely changed her gender and did hard work for her 
family as her father would’ve if he wasn’t gone. She also helped watch over the 
younger kids with her older sister because her mom was in a bad mental state and 
would not get out of bed.



Harry Potter’s identity
Harry lives in the cupboard under the stairs and is mistreated by his Aunt, uncle 
and his cousin. Harry has always been treated like a servant since he went to live 
with his aunt and uncle he is either working all day or crammed in his cupboard 
but he's not at all changing his identity because of the people he lives with he isn't 
mean nor is he a coward his a respectful, kind, caring person and doesn't take 
after any of the people in his house. Harry is a lot like his father brave,  caring, 
adventurous, and never gives up.



Compare 
1. They both live in bad and toxic environments.
2. They both take after their fathers in a way
3. They both had to live without their father even if it Parvana's isn't forever
4. They both deal with things a lot of people could not understand.
5. They both lose their families in a way 
6. They are both strong and very brave



Contrast
1. Harry lives in a nice house he has a bed were as Parvan lives in a small 

home with barley and room
2. Harry lost his mum and dad as a baby
3. Harry is mistreated by the people he lives with
4. Harry can go to school along with girls
5. In Harry Potter girls do not have to wear burqas nor are they treated like 

peasants. 



Rating
Harry Potter and the sorcerer's stone 10/10 it was a very interesting book and it 
didn't take long for me to be hooked. 

The Breadwinner 9/10 it was very interesting but also super sad but i did get 
hooked in pretty fast it was a great book.


